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Part A

Answer all the questions on this paper itself.

01. When an electrical item worth Rs.75 000 is imported,2to/o of its value has to be paid as customs

duty. Find the value of the electrical item after paying the duty.

02. Simpli$,.
53
- -P4P
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03. Write in index fbrm. logo

04. According to the given information, find the value of.tr.

05. Shade the region A'nB in the given Venn diagrarn.

06. Solve
3J
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08. Center of the given circle is O. According to the given

information, find the values of x and y.

09. Find the distance that a car which travels at a uniform speed of 84 kmh 1,, covers in 5 minutes.

In the given figure, gAC : gbC. Write a pair of angles

that should be equal to make the two triangles congruent

under A. A. S case.

11. Curved surface area of a cylinder with the area of the base 14 cm is 704 cm2. Calculate its height.

(Curved surface area of a cylinder with the radius r and the height h is 2znh)

ffiers visit

w\{ \dr. \' ai i iir p afi I - h i + g: pj:i'-cojT

12. Solve. x (x - 3) : 0

In the parallelogram PQRS, side PR is produced to U
and side SR is produced to T. fnU - 50o. pflQ : 60o.

Find the magnitudes of SiP and Sle,

14, X and Y are mutually exclusive events. If P(X) : L

4
find P(XuY).
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15. If the areaof the cross section of the given prism is l0 cm2,

find its volume.

16. Write down the gradient and the intercept of the straight line 3y = $a * 2 .

17.
n

In the figure, if QRP: l05o

(i) Find the value of x.

nn
, SPT :25o , STP - 500

(ii) If SP - 8 cffi, find the value of RP.

19. Find the factors. * 6x + 8

20.
nn

In the circle with center O, if ACO : 40o find the value of BOC.
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sffi.
Food suflicient for 12 days for 20 cows has been stored in an animal farm. If 4 cows were taken

away from the farm, for how many days will the food be sufficient?

According to the information given in the figure,

(D Find EF length.

(iD Find the value of etO.

24. The perimeter of the given sector is 39 cm and the arc length of it

is I I cm. Find the radius of the sector.

ZS. A, B and C are three flower shrubs. Another flower bush is needed to be plant equidisUnce to

' those three shrubs. An incomplete diagram which is drawn to locate the relwant place is shown in

the figure. Complete the diagram and find the relevant place.
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Part B

Answer all the questions on this paper itself.

Ot. I of *re money collected from students in a certain class for an educational trip were spent for the

bus and ] of the remaining were spent for food.

(i) What fraction of the amount were remaining after spending for bus?

(ii) What fraction of the whole amount were spent for food?

(iii) After the above expenses, remaining amount were spent to buy tickets at the viewing points.

What fraction of the whole amount were spent to buy tickets?

#ffiji!&
(iv) If Rs. 2 000 were spent to buy tickets and the number of students who went the trip were 40,

what is the amount collected from one student?

02. Length of a rectangular shaped land, wliich was chosen to perform a musical

show, is twice of its breadth. Along one of its width side, a semi circular

shaped stage is arranged as shown in the figure.

(l) If the breadth of the land is 28m, what is the radius of the semi circular

stage?

(ii) How many times bigger' is the length of the land than the radius of the

stage?

(iii) Calculate the perimeter of the stage.
28m

(iv) Find how large is the area of the rectangular shaped land oompared to the area of the stage.
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03. (a) A person who owns a retail shop, loaned Rs. 20 000 at an annual simple interest rate af l?Yofiom

a financial institution.

(i) if ns. tOO is loaned from the above financial institution, how much should be paid as

annual interest?

(il) For the loaned amount, how much should he pay as the annual interest?

(iii) What is the total amount that he should pay in order to settle the loan after three years?ryl'"":"I*tiifd-tjry

a04

(b) Shop owner pays Rs. 400 as rates per quarter and the relevant municipal council charges annual

rates of zYo.

(i) What is the annual rates that the shop owner pays?

(ir) Calculate the annual assessed value of the shop.

An incomplete table of values and a pie chart which is drawn to illustrate the crowd who came to

see a school sports meet is given below.

Crowd Number

Invites

Parents l l0
Old pupils a

Other

(i) If the total number of people who went to see the sports meet is 240,findthe value of a.

(ii) Calculate the angle at the center of the sector which represents parents.

(iii) Fill in the blanks in the table

(iv) Calculate the angle at the center of the sector which represents invites.

(v) If 60% of the parents who came were mothers, find the number of fathers who participated.

Old pupils

0
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05. (a) It is needed to select two girls for two dance items for a school concert. They should be selected

from a group ofthree grade 10 girls and two grade I I girls. tt is possible to select one girl for both dance

items. ( Grade l0 girls are represented by T and the grade I I girls are represefited by E )

(i) Represent all the possible ways of selecting

girls in the given grid.

one girl for

(iii) Findthe probability of selecting two girls from

different grades for the dance items.

Tr Tz Tr Er &z

First Selection

(b) Sandamini is a grade 10 student who is in the above group. Probability of Sandamini getting

selected forthe first dange item is i
(l) Write the relevant probabilities in the given tree diagram which is drawn to represent

Sandamini getting selected or not getting selected for the dance item.

Getting
selected

Not getting
selected

(ii) Probability that Sandarnini getting selected for the second dance item is also | , extend the

tree diagram to represent Sandamini getting selected or not getting selectdd for the second

dance item.

(iii) Find the probability that Sandamini getting selected for at le.ast one dance item.
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Third Te'rm Evaluation

Answer 10 questions selecting 5 questions from part A and 5 questions from pirt B.

Each question carries 10 marks.

Volume of a cylinderwith the radius r and the height h is r*h.

o
o
o

Part A
{t'

Answer five questions only.

01. It is estimated that 12 workers can complete a certain task in 5 days, by working 8 hours per day.

In frst 3 days, itt ttte 12 workers were assigned for the task and all of them worked two hours

overtime.

(l) What is the r.r-rdgnitude of work in man,hours?

. (ii) How many man ho*i *"re conrpleted in first three days?

(iir) What fraction ofthe whole work is done in frst three days?

(iv) After three days, 7 workers were assigned for another task. If it is decided to complete the

remaining work with remaining workers on expected date, how many hours should a man work
per day?

I 02. Using the graphs shown in the figure, answer the
I

I following questions.

I__9-|---,
I fU what is the minimum value of the quadratic

I equation?
I

I Gi) Write the coordinates of the turning point of
I

J the function.
I

| (iii) Write the equation of the quadr atic function

intheformy: ai +b

(iv) Write the intervat of the values of x , where the

function increase negatively.

(v) Write the equation of the straight line which

passes through the points A and B.
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03. (a) Number of childreh who came to see a film irt a certain day is twice the number of adults who

came to see the film. The total income gained by selling the tickets on that day was Rs. 14 000. If
the price of a child tick* is Rs. 100 and the price of an adult ticket is Rs. 150,

(r) By taking the number of children who came to see the film as x and the number of adults

who came to see the film asy, build up a pair of simultaneous equations.

Solve the two equations and find the value of x and y.

(b) Make'u'the subject ofthe formula v : ffi

(ii)

04. (a) Solve. +++; I- x+2 2(x+2)

+vn
(b) (i) Length ofthe rectangular flower bed shown in the figure is5mlonger

' than its breadth. If the area of the flower bed is 45 m2, by taking the

breadth of it as x and build up a quadratic equation.

(ii) Solve the equation and find the breadth of the flower bed.

05. A person who is at the top of a 50 m tall building, observes a foot of a lamp post at an angle of

depression of 400 and the top of the lamp post at an angle of depression of 300. Using the given

information draw a scale diagram and find the height of the lamp post.

06. Following table elicits the profit gained by a certain'lottery ticket seller, from selling the lottery

tickets within last 30 days.

Profit ( Rs.) 350 - 400 400 - 450 450 - 500 500 - 550 550 - 600 600 - 650 650 - 700

No of days 2 3 5 9 4 4
a,

3

(r) What is the modal class of this distribution?

(ii) By taking the mid value of the modal class as assumed niean, calculate the mean profit gained

by the seller during a day.

(iii) If it is need to spend Rs. 10 000 for a renovation of the selling center, show that the profit

gained by selling the tickets in 20 days will be sufficient for that.
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Pan B

Answer five questions only.

07. First four terms of an arithmetic progression is given below.

5,9,13,17,.;.

(i) Find the l2s term of the progression.

i.. -

(ii) Find the sum.of :the firs.t:!12,t€$qs p{qe progression.

(iii) Without using thb foimulab,furd th,e findt 13 terms ofthe progression.

(iv) Which term of it is 6l?

0t. Using only the straight edge with the scale cm/mm and the pair of compasses, do the following

constructions

(i) Construct the triangle ABC where AB = 7.5 cm , BAC : 60o and ABC = 45".

(ii) Construct a perpendicular to AB, from C.

(iii) Construct the locus of points moving equidistance to A *1 a.

(iv) Mark the intersection point of the locus and the perpendicular drawn fro1 C as O. Construct

the circle with the center O and the radius OA.

(v) Measure and write the radius of the circle.

.t' crl,'c-(l-,M+e-"Irq\Ac,e
container, +aCius- is S[ cm and the height09.

10.

(a) In the given cylindrical

20cm. Calculate its volume.

(b) Find the value using logarithmic tables.

78.5 x 9.32L

342,6

In the figure, center of the circle is O

are on the circle. If adn : OAB,

Points4,B,CandD

Show that eig : 45o
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A Venn diagram drawn to include the

certain drill display is given below. 
'

;4 ftflWi$*#r$

information about 50 students who were participated for a

b-i's-* t

11. In the given figure, mid point of AC is B. If

atg: E6D and AE: BD,

(i) Show that ABE 
^ = 

BDE a

(ii) Show that AB llED.

(iii) Prove that BCDE is a parallelogram.

12.

o

o

Those who ptaited the hair

Number of boys who were participated for the drill display was 20.

18 girls who were participated, plait their hair.

(i) Copy the given Venn diagram in your answer sheet and enter the above information.

(ii) Find the number of girls who do not plait their hair. Shade the relevant region in the Venn

diagram.

(iii) If the girls represent by A and those who plaited the hair represented by B, write down the

shaded region using set notation in terms of A and B.

(iv) From the students who were participated for the drill display, 25 wore in red t-shirts. Number

of girls who wore red t-shirts were 12. Draw another Venn diagram and include this

information.

t
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